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Commentary

LELAND B. CROSS, JR.*

Without taking a position herself, Ms. Doering suggests that the difficulties experienced by some negotiators with the dual obligation arising from sections 3, 4, and 5 of the Indiana Teacher Bargaining Act¹ may lead some commentators to advocate amending the Act to provide for open scope bargaining or, at least, broadening the scope of bargaining over that presently provided.² Another commentator in this sympo-

* B.A. 1952, Denison University; J.D. 1955, University of Michigan; Partner, Ice Miller Donadio & Ryan, Indianapolis; Adjunct Professor, Indiana University School of Law.


...
sium, in fact, has taken that position. Such a position does not seem warranted.

One of the bases of this position is the observation that procedural disputes took up an inordinate amount of time in the first year of experience under the Act. Whether such procedural disputes did so is questionable. This may certainly have been the case in some instances; in these it may well be that the delays were due to an overabundance of caution by school boards and negotiators, the inexperience of negotiators, the vagaries of the new Act, or a combination of all of these. The problems of procedural resolution were undoubtedly compounded by at least one of the two prominent school employee organizations proposing a rather awesome "boilerplate" master contract in almost all school districts where it negotiated. This proposal included section 4 "bargainables," section 5 "discussibles," section 6(b) management rights items, and even a few "illegals."
In response to this “boilerplate” proposal, some school board negotiating teams understandably tried first to negotiate an agenda of what the parties agreed was “bargainable” and a separate agenda of what was “discussible.” Failing agreement on such an agenda, these teams proceeded by each making a unilateral determination on such questions. Some of these teams went even further and tried to establish separate teams to deal with each classification. These approaches may have been motivated by a team’s fear that a “discussible” item could be legally

(5) refuse to bargain collectively or discuss with an exclusive representative as required by any provisions of this chapter;
(6) fail or refuse to comply with any provision of this chapter.
(b) It shall be an unfair practice for a school employee organization or its agents to:
(1) interfere with, restrain or coerce (a) school employees in the exercise of the rights guaranteed by this chapter, or (b) a school employer in the selection of its representatives for the purpose of bargaining collectively, discussing or adjusting grievances. This paragraph shall not impair the right of a school employee organization to prescribe its own rules with respect to the acquisition or retention of membership therein.
(2) cause or attempt to cause a school employer to discriminate against an employee in violation of subsection (a).


As these comments are written there are bills pending in the Indiana legislature which direct themselves to legalizing the agency shop: e.g., S.B. 276 (Teague) (providing an amendment of section 4 which establishes a “fair-share agreement” as a subject of bargaining and defining same as an arrangement whereby a contract may contain a provision requiring employees in the bargaining unit to pay a proportionate share of the cost of the collective bargaining process and contract administration measured by the amount of dues uniformly required of all members of the exclusive representative).
converted to a "bargainable" by the team inadvertently straying over the nebulous dividing line between section 4 and section 5. It may have been feared that were this to happen, the negotiating team might expose itself to a valid refusal-to-bargain unfair practice charge or, worse yet, might end up with a discussible item being resolved by a fact-finder under section 12(f) and section 13(c). Regardless of motivation, these techniques were in many cases unreasonably time-consuming and even more unreasonably counterproductive.

These techniques were unnecessary. Experienced negotiators by and large formally noted the legal and practical problems involved, made a reservation-of-rights statement and then negotiated in the broadest sense of the word concerning both classes of subjects. In so doing they proceeded much the same as experienced private sector negotiators have for years with "mandatory" and "permissive" subjects with no reservation-of-rights statement and no significant procedural problems.

An interesting observation was made in this regard by the Aaron Committee whose 1968 report was the basis of a public employee ordinance for Los Angeles County. The report stated:

Experience has shown, however, that disputes over the duty to negotiate are frequently more intractable than the substantive issues involved, and that agreement is more readily reached on the latter than on the former.

---

9 Section 12(f) provides:

Nothing shall prevent either party from requesting mediation or fact-finding at any time after such one hundred eighty (180) days on items which must be bargained collectively under Section 4 of this chapter, or prevent the parties acting together to request mediation or fact-finding on any items which must be bargained collectively under Section 4 of this chapter.


Section 13(c) provides:

The school employer and the exclusive representative may also at any time submit any issue in dispute to final and binding arbitration to an arbitrator appointed by the board. The award in any such arbitration shall constitute the final contract between the parties with respect to such issue.

IND. CODE § 20-7.5-1-13(c) (1973), IND. ANN. STAT. § 28-4563(c) (Supp. 1974).

10 See Appendix infra at 337-38 for a reservation of rights statement used by several negotiators.


Such procedural questions are normal notwithstanding the approach to scope of bargaining under the statute in question. The position of this commentator is that the probability of occurrence of procedural disputes is not tied to any particular form of public employee statute nor to any particular concept of scope of bargaining. Such disputes are inherent in the process of collective bargaining concerning jealously guarded governmental rights in what may be a largely political arena. Moreover, statutory change by broadening the scope of bargaining will not solve the procedural problem and could very well lead to other problems to be hereinafter briefly noted.

Whatever inordinate amount of time was spent on procedural disputes was most likely the result of the negotiators' inexperience and their insecurity about the new Act. Hopefully, time has largely obviated both of these causative factors, and thus they now fail to provide a reason for the Indiana General Assembly to seriously consider a change in the scope of bargaining as provided in the Act.

There have been other arguments advanced for opening the scope of bargaining in the public sector. One of these is that opening the scope of bargaining brings the two parties to the table on a more "equal" basis. In support of this position, Professor Edwards has advanced the following general equality argument:

To promise the government employee equality at the bargaining table while at the same time excluding most items relating to wages, hours, and working conditions from the mandatory subjects of bargaining would make collective bargaining for the public sector an illusory gain indeed.

Professor Edwards' argument at most only partially applies to the Indiana Act because section 4 presently makes the following items bargainable: "salary, wages, hours, and salary and wage related fringe benefits." In any event, the Act gives no indication that the legislature intended to bring the parties to the table as equals. It must be concluded that equality of the parties was not a goal sought by the Indiana legislature.

Yet another reason advanced for opening the scope of bargaining has been the illegality of strikes in the public sector. This has been

14 See Smith, supra note 12, at 906-08.
urged as a rationale for giving the employee organization an offsetting legal advantage as a "balance." The Michigan Employment Relations Commission's decision in Westwood Community Schools suggests an alarming approach in this regard:

A balancing approach to bargaining may be more suited to the realities of the public sector than the dichotomized scheme—mandatory and non-mandatory—used in the private sector. . . . [The private sector] scheme prohibits the use of economic weapons to compel agreement to discuss non-mandatory subjects of bargaining, but strikes are permissible once the point of impasse concerning mandatory subjects of bargaining is reached. Economic force is illegal in the public sector in Michigan. . . . [Here,] economic battle is to be replaced by invocation of the impasse resolution procedures of mediation and fact finding.

An expansion of the subjects about which the public employer ought to bargain, unlike the private sector, should not result in a corresponding increase in the use of economic force to resolve impasses. In the absence of legal public sector strikes, our only proper concern in the area of subjects of bargaining is whether the employer's management functions are being unduly restrained. All bargaining has some limiting effect on an employer.

Therefore, we will not order bargaining in those cases where the subjects are demonstrably within the core of entrepreneurial control. Although such subjects may affect interests of employees, we do not believe that such interests outweigh the right to manage.

The Michigan commission thus suggests that the scope of bargaining in the public sector ought to be broader than it is in the private sector. It seems to be saying that because public employees are prohibited from striking they should have the right to put any subject they want on the bargaining table. This approach is unsound. To allow such a broad scope of bargaining would make the agenda in negotiations unmanageable, would be contrary to the restrictions on delegation of discretion under section 1(d) of the Act, and would be contrary to the section

---

19 Section 1(d) provides:

The relationship between school corporation employers and certificated school employees is not comparable to the relation between private employers and employees among others for the following reasons: (i) a public school corporation
6(b) preservation of the prerogatives of school employers. Moreover, as a practical matter, such a broad scope would severely frustrate bargaining and discussion by giving the school employees and school employee organizations more subjects they could not strike to obtain, thus proportionately minimizing the accomplishments the employee organization can legally achieve and increasing the probability of illegal strikes. The Michigan commission's suggestion of excluding from the scope of bargaining only subjects which "unduly" restrain management functions is patently argumentative and naive. For these reasons the Westwood approach to bargaining scope is wholly unacceptable.

Yet another argument for broadening the scope of public employee bargaining is that the collective bargaining process is therapeutic in nature and therefore should be designed to cover any problem arising in the bargaining relationship. Professor Edwards has observed in this regard:

This [the therapeutic] is a more satisfactory approach, in terms of achieving stable and harmonious labor relations, than to have the employer refuse to discuss an issue in the first instance because it is legally nonnegotiable.
Professor Edwards' argument does not apply to the Act, since section 5 of the Act already makes discussible a broad range and long list of subjects which are not subjects of bargaining, including "working conditions, other than those provided in Section 4. . . ." It may be noted that the therapeutic approach is even broader than that suggested by the Michigan commission in the *Westwood* case because it has no limits at all. In any event, there is grave doubt that the approach suggested will provide the envisioned "therapy," for the reasons previously set forth in discussing the Michigan commission's decision in *Westwood*. The probability of such therapy is minimal, and the impact of such treatment on the rights of the public at large could be monumental for reasons which will be hereafter discussed.

The advocates of a broadened scope of bargaining or open scope bargaining rely on the alleged successes of state labor boards or commissions to supply, on an ad hoc basis, definition and restrictions on the scope of the duty to bargain. This confidence in such boards is not wholly warranted. Ms. Doering notes that in 1974 in Indiana two fact-finders found preparation time to be discussible rather than bargainable, and two other fact-finders found preparation time to be bargainable and thus offered recommendations on the subject. Ms. Doering

---

22 This list also includes "curriculum development and revision; textbook selection; teaching methods; selection, assignment or promotion of personnel; student discipline; expulsion or supervision of students; pupil-teacher ratio; class size or budget appropriations . . . ." [Ind. Code § 20-7.5-1-5 (1973), Ind. Ann. Stat. § 28-4555 (Supp. 1974).]  
23 The line between nonnegotiable management rights and subjects over which certified employee organizations would have the right to negotiate under the recommended ordinance is not always clearly discernible. We do not think it would be wise to try to draw it, once and for all and for all subjects, in the ordinance. Rather, we recommend that in close and doubtful cases the [proposed enforcement] commission be empowered to draw the line on an ad hoc basis.  
L.A. Report, *supra* note 12, at 11-12. Along the same line, Professor Edwards states: Current developments in public sector labor laws indicate that we may expect to see a widening of the scope of bargaining in all states. The experience in Michigan furnishes ample evidence that public sector bargaining can be satisfactorily regulated under the private sector concept of the duty to bargain . . . . The case-by-case decision making approach on mandatory subjects is vastly superior to a rigid legislative limitation on scope of bargaining.  
At the state level, the public employment relations boards and courts in several states, notably Michigan, New York, Wisconsin and Pennsylvania, have been in the forefront of the movement toward expanded public sector bargaining.  
*Id.* at 918.  
24 It was held discussible in Mississinewa Community Schools Corp. & Mississinewa Teachers Ass'n, [Impasse Fact-Finding] Case No. F-74-4-2885 (IEERB, July 29, 1974); and Prairie Heights Community School Corp. & Prairie Heights Educ. Ass'n, [Impasse Fact-Finding] Case No. F-74-57-4515 (IEERB, Aug. 29, 1974). It was held bargainable in New Prairie United School Corp. & New Prairie Classroom Teachers Ass'n, [Impasse Fact-Finding] Case No. F-74-35-4805 (IEERB, Aug. 21, 1974); and North Knox School
notes that at its meeting on July 18, 1974, the IEERB issued a statement on this subject indicating that preparation time was discussible. However, this statement was rescinded in favor of a case by case approach on August 13, 1974, after the two fact-finders who found preparation time to be discussible had relied on it. The two fact-finders who found the subject bargainable apparently ignored the July 18 statement. This inconsistency suggests that the IEERB, its overworked staff, and its ad hoc employees do not have any extrasensory capacity in divining the ultimate legal nature of the subjects of the bargaining process. They undoubtedly would have been pleased to have express statutory guidance on the scope of bargaining provided by the Act, at least on the subject of preparation time.

The alleged success of other states in regulating the scope of an expanded public employee duty to bargain on an ad hoc basis may be seriously doubted. Professor Edwards notes Pennsylvania as a state in the "forefront" in this regard.

In Pennsylvania Labor Relations Board v. State College Area School District the Pennsylvania Labor Relations Board had held 21 disputed subjects not bargainable because they fell within the statutory prohibition concerning the negotiation of "matters of inherent managerial policy." A request for rehearing was filed before the Board in this case. Subsequently, two Board members were replaced and, upon rehearing, the Board reversed itself on five of the 21 subjects and noted that "in a different milieu or context, consistent with this opinion, certain of these [remaining] 16 specifications may be found to be bar-
gainable.” Both the association and the school board appealed this decision of the Board to a trial court. The trial court affirmed the Board as to the 16 subjects, holding them nonbargainable, and reversed the Board as to the five subjects it had held bargainable on rehearing. The intermediate appellate court affirmed the trial court. This decision was issued approximately 27 months after the filing of the initial unfair labor practice charges on February 26, 1971.

The Pennsylvania experience convincingly illustrates the proposition that statutory certainty with respect to scope of bargaining is far superior to the uncertainty and delay of ad hoc determination.

Finally, it must be observed that the dual obligation provided in the Act is responsive to the declared public policy set forth in the Act and is reasonable as a fair protection of the public at large. To the extent that the dual obligation operates as a restriction, preventing school board negotiators from bargaining away the delegated discretion of a school board, such restriction clearly responds to the policy statement of the Act in section 1(d) and the reservation of management rights provision of section 6(b). Accordingly, the dual obligation is functioning as intended by the Indiana legislature.

There is good reason for the restriction provided by the dual obligation. Collective bargaining in the public sector is not the same as collective bargaining in the private sector. Indeed, it is quite different.

Professor Summers has analyzed these differences well. They are as follows:

First, decisions as to terms and conditions of employment for public employees are governmental decisions made through the political process.

Second, in public employment the employer is the public—in ultimate political terms, the voters to whom the public officials

---

are responsible. The voters, however, consist largely of two overlapping groups whose interests differ: first, those who use the employees' services and, second, those who pay for those services through taxes. ... Third, the voters who share the employers' economic interests far outnumber those who share the employees' economic interest. ...

Fourth, the public employees, even without collective bargaining, can and normally do participate in determining the terms and conditions of employment. Many can vote and all can support candidates, organize pressure groups, and present arguments in the public forum. 

From the foregoing Professor Summers observes:

From these four characteristics of public employment there emerges more clearly the central significance of public employee bargaining. Introduction of collective bargaining into the public sector alters the governmental process, creating within that process special procedures for making decisions about the wages and working conditions the public will give its employees.

There can be little argument with Summers' conclusion.

Now as at no other time in our history, voters are sensitive to special procedures for governmental decisions which in some way dilute or replace voters' right to participate, though indirectly, in, those decisions. The citizens of this state are entitled to have that right of political participation. To the extent a school board and a school employee organization reach an agreement which becomes part of a legally enforceable contract in a process that is not systematically available to all citizens of the state, there has been a lessening of those citizens' right of determination of community affairs; school employee collective bargaining has replaced or diluted the citizen's right of control over governmental decisions. The task of resolving questions of public policy is the task of government and should not be undertaken by a collective bargaining relationship.

37 Id. at 1159-60.
38 Id. at 1160.
39 Id. at 1160.
41 Macy, The Role of Bargaining in the Public Service, in PUBLIC WORKERS AND
There can be little doubt that absent statutory restrictions, the
scope of bargaining in the public sector will be determined by the same
factors that have long been operative in the private sector, e.g., the
balance of strength or power between unions and employers. This
is a struggle the public must be protected from. This, among other
reasons, is reason enough that the Indiana legislature has included the
dual obligation under sections 3, 4 and 5 of the Act and the reservation of
management rights under section 6(b). Such limitation on the scope
of bargaining should not be broadened or removed. Indiana has struck
a reasonable and workable balance of interests between school employers,
school employee organizations and its citizens. It should and must be
maintained.

APPENDIX

Statement by the Hoosier City Consolidated Contract Team
to the Hoosier City Education Association Contract Team

In today's meeting and perhaps in following meetings, we will be
principally concerned with asking questions and seeking clarification
concerning the proposal which you submitted to us in the last meeting.
We will not be involved in accepting or rejecting any specific matters.

Before asking such questions and seeking such clarification, we
would like to make a rather formal statement concerning that proposal
and all of the meetings which we will have in which we discuss and

Public Unions 5, 11 (S. Zagoria ed. 1972); Project, Collective Bargaining and Politics
in Public Employment, 19 U.C.L.A.L. Rev. 887, 1011-19 (1972); Goldstein, Book Review,
22 Buff. L. Rev. 603, 604 (1973):

In terms of public education, collective bargaining must be viewed as a method
of educational decision-making, with teachers viewed as a group competing for
educational decision-making power with such other groups as administrators,
school boards, community leaders, parents, students, legislatures and, indeed,
courts.

See also Summers, supra note 36, at 1195: "Two-sided bargaining on such issues mis-
represents both the range of views and the alignment of interests which should be con-
sidered in making the decision."

In response, it has been argued that the teachers, as professionals, should have a
greater voice in these decisions so as to insulate governmental decision making from the
enlightened public, and to assure that professional judgments will prevail over public
Rev. 1017 (1969). Such an argument is seriously defective on its face. See Goldstein,
supra. Even if such professional judgment were crucial, collective bargaining is an ex-
tremely inadequate system for delivering it.

42 See Note, supra note 39, at 461 n.10. See also Gerhart, The Scope of Bargaining
45 Cf. Note, supra note 39, at 461.
bargain collectively concerning that proposal and any further proposals which the Association or the Hoosier City Consolidated School Corporation will make.

As you are aware, under Public Law 217, there are essentially three (3) different categories of subject which may come up during negotiations.

Under Section 4 of P.L. 217, there are subjects of bargaining. These subjects are salary, wages, hours, and salary and wage related fringe benefits. With regard to such subjects, a school corporation must bargain collectively.

Under Section 5 of P.L. 217, there are subjects of discussion. Such subjects include working conditions; curriculum development and revision; textbook selection; teaching methods' selection; assignment or promotion of personnel; student discipline; expulsion or supervision of students; pupil-teacher ratio; class size or budget appropriations, as well as all other matters which are not subjects of bargaining. With regard to such subjects, a school corporation must discuss them upon request, but it is not required to and need not bargain collectively, negotiate or enter into a written contract or be subject to or enter impasse procedures concerning same unless it expressly agrees to do so.

Under Section 6(b) of P.L. 217, school employers have the responsibility and authority to manage and direct on behalf of the public the operations and activities of the school corporation to the full extent authorized by law. Such responsibility and activity includes, but is not limited to, the right of the employer to:

1. direct the work of its employees;
2. establish policy;
3. hire, promote, demote, transfer, assign and retain employees;
4. suspend or discharge its employees in accordance with applicable law;
5. maintain the efficiency of school operations;
6. relieve its employees from duties because of lack of work or other legitimate reason;
7. take actions necessary to carry out the mission of the public schools as provided by law.

Even if a school employer wished to negotiate concerning these subjects covered by Section 6(b), it is prohibited by law from doing so.

In short, there are three basic categories:

1. Subjects of bargaining—matters a school corporation must
bargain collectively about,

2. Subjects of discussion—matters a school corporation may discuss, but are not required to bargain collectively about, and

3. School corporation responsibilities and authorities—matters which the law prohibits a school corporation from bargain- ing about or making bargainable.

We are aware that there are some rather subtle differences between bargaining collectively and discussing. We are also aware that in certain respects the responsibilities and authorities of the school employer are intertwined with both subjects of bargaining and subjects of discussion. Accordingly, it may not always be easy to distinguish between bargainable matters, discussable matters and matters involving the responsibility and authority of the school corporation.

It is our position that we will bargain collectively concerning the subjects of bargaining. It is also our position that we will discuss, upon request, those matters which are subjects of discussion, and we will not agree to make such matters bargainable unless we expressly and unequivocally advise you of our intention to do so. We recognize that much in the area of discussable subject matter has been covered in the past by the Personnel Policy Advisory Committee, and we hope that this will continue. It is also our position that we will in no way contract away, amend, modify or in any way limit the responsibility and authority of the school corporation to manage and direct the operations and activities of the school corporation.

We are also aware that while both of the respective contract teams are authorized to meet, bargain collectively and discuss the statutorily authorized subject matters, any agreements reached are expressly sub- ject under Section 2(n) of P.L. 217 to final approval and ratification by the School Board and the Association.

We recognize that it will be most difficult and time-consuming to hang name tags on every single matter we discuss in these meetings. For this reason, we do not intend to hang name tags on every single matter we discuss in these meetings. However, we want you to be aware of the fact that we recognize the legal distinctions between these different categories and the resulting difference in the parties' obligations and rights with respect to such categories. We also want you to be aware of the fact that because such matters may be talked about at this table, for whatever reason, does not mean that we will to any degree and in
any way waive our rights to recognize the legal distinctions between these
different categories.

It is our intent to harmoniously and expeditiously resolve the issues
that are between us. It is also our intent to retain all of our legal rights
and recognize our legal duties as provided under law, as well as to
recognize and respect all of the Association’s legal rights as provided
under law.